External branch length br = br ie + 0.05 Figure S1 : Tree reconstruction accuracy for C8f. The accuracy, i.e. the proportion of alignments that yield the true tree, is shown on the y-axis for simulations with no model violation (vNONE, first row), with T s/T v violation (vTsTv, second row), with RaS violation (vRaSV, third row), and with both T s/T v and RaS violation (vBOTH, last row). The x-axis displays the external branch length br or (br ie +0.05). Accuracy of ML is depicted by +, MP by •, and BIONJ by ×. External branch length br = br ie + 0.05 Figure S3 : Parameter estimation for C4 and C8 settings in the absence of model violation. The first and the last rows show the estimation of the shape parameter α and the T s/T v ratio, respectively. Results for the four-taxon tree C4 are presented on the left and for the C8 tree on the right. The x-axis displays the external branch length br or (br ie +0.05). External branch length br = br ie + 0.05 Figure S4 : Parameter estimation in the presence of the simultaneous TsTv and RaS violation (vBOTH). The first and the last rows show the estimation of the shape parameter α and the T s/T v ratio, respectively. Results for the four-taxon tree C4 are presented on the left and for the C8 tree on the right. The x-axis displays the external branch length br or (br ie +0.05). External branch length br = br ie + 0.05 Figure S6 : Pairwise comparison between trees inferred by ML, MP and BIONJ for simulations under the vRaSV setting for the C8 tree (first row) and the C8f tree (last row). The first and second columns show the results for alignment length 10 4 and 10 5 , respectively. The x-axis displays the external branch length br or (br ie +0.05). The y-axis shows the proportion of alignments that yield the same tree topologies between: ML and BIONJ (+), ML and MP (×), and MP and BIONJ (•). As shown, all the lines drop to 0 as br exceeds 0.5. This means each of the three methods produces a different tree. Table S1 : Proportion of alignments of length = 10 5 under the vRaSV setting for which (a) the BIC criterion selects the K2P + Γ model, (b) the assumption of model homogeneity along the tree is rejected, (c) the K2P + Γ model is rejected by the Cox-test, and (d) MISFITS rejects the model and the inferred tree.
